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Hurricanes are natural heat engines whose thermodynamic cycle is very close to that of an ideal Carnot engine. The engine is powered by heat flux from the ocean and the efficiency of the engine depends on the difference between the ocean temperature and the very low temperatures found in the upper tropical atmosphere. The heat engine theory and computer simulations of hurricanes both show that the structure and power of the storm depend on coefficients governing the rate at which heat can leave the ocean and determining how much drag the surface exerts on the atmosphere. But there is no theory for these coefficients at hurricane winds speeds, when the surface of the ocean is torn apart by the high winds, and the problem is too difficult to tackle by brute force computation alone.

In addition to this difficulty, the original theory predicted a highly unrealistic storm structure. A revised theory, which resolved this difficulty, postulated, somewhat implausibly, that the structure is determined by processes operating high in the hurricane’s outflow layer.

The unknown exchange coefficients and the radical hypothesis about storm structure could only be resolve by making measurements in actual hurricanes. I will describe how two field experimental programs have helped us overcome these two hurdles to understanding, and ultimately to predicting, hurricanes.
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